Talend Heads to Open Source Summit to Speak on Apache Beam and Apache Spark

August 14, 2018

Redwood City, Aug. 14, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Talend (NASDAQ: TLND), a global leader in cloud integration solutions, announced today that two of its technology experts, Mark Balkenende and Alexey Romanenko, will be speaking at the Open Source Summit held in the Vancouver Convention Centre from August 29-31. The summit brings together developers, architects and others open source and industry leaders to cover cornerstones in open source technologies, help navigate open source transformation, track business and compliance needs, and delve into the newest technologies and latest trends touching open source.

Balkenende and Romanenko will be speaking at the event, offering insight into software solutions that enrich customer data and meet a software engineer’s demanding job requirements.

Details on Talend's Featured Conference Sessions:

When: Wednesday, August 29 at 12:00 pm
Where: Room 118

What: Mark Balkenende, Director Technical Product Marketing at Talend, will present, “How NLP and Spark Can Enrich Your Customer Data in Salesforce.” In this talk, Mark will discuss how NLP can be used to enrich enterprise data and improve customer data quality. Attendees will learn how to build an automated data pipeline to train a model on sample data and feed that data model to an integration project using Spark and some popular NLP libraries.

When: Friday, August 31 at 4:50 pm
Where: Room 119/120

What: Alexey Romanenko, Open Source Software Engineer at Talend France, will present, “Apache Beam: The Solution for Portable and Evolutive Data-intensive Applications.” In this talk, Alexey will discuss how software engineers should consider not only the demanding requirements for scalability, operations, programmability and usability, but how they should also deal with the new requirements like ‘real-time processing aka streaming’ for latency, system portability for operations, support multiple programming languages and machine learning frameworks.

Like this story? Tweet this: @Talend execs @markbalk & @AlexRemDev to speak at The Open Source Summit by @linuxfoundation in Vancouver. Check out their session overviews before you attend here: https://bit.ly/2vy9rgH

About Talend

Talend (Nasdaq: TLND), a leader in cloud integration solutions, liberates data from legacy infrastructure and puts more of the right data to work for your business, faster. Talend Cloud delivers a single platform for data integration across public, private, and hybrid cloud, as well as on-premises environments, and enables greater collaboration between IT and business teams. Combined with an open, native, and extensible architecture for rapidly embracing market innovations, Talend allows you to cost-effectively meet the demands of ever-increasing data volumes, users, and use cases.

Over 1,500 global enterprise customers have chosen Talend to put their data to work including GE, HP Inc., and Domino’s. Talend has been recognized as a leader in its field by leading analyst firms and industry publications including Forbes, InfoWorld, and SD Times. For more information, please visit www.talend.com and follow us on Twitter: @Talend.
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